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On the Deformations of Witt Groups to Tori, II 
1. SEKIGUCHI 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a continuation of [SO]. In the previous paper [SO], we give 
some examples of deformations of Witt groups to tori. In this paper. we 
generalize the method used in [SO] and give another method of construct- 
ing such deformations. Our first result is as follows: 
THEOREM I (cf. Theorem 1.3). Let S he u connected noetheriun scheme, 
und X be u commututice unitar!, ring irreducible smooth S-scheme qf finite 
tj’pe ,t,ith connected ~fihrrs. For un element 2 E X(S), there exists an open 
subscheme X’“’ c?f X which represents the ,fimctor 
T w ( .Y E X( T) 1 is + 1 : unit of’X( T) 1 
from the categor), of S-schemes to the cutegor~~ of groups, lc#zere the group 
lmt~ of’ X” I( T) is given Hal .Y J’ = X.y>, + .Y + j*. 
By using this theorem, we can construct so many deformations of Witt 
groups to tori. In fact, if we take A ‘, as the ring scheme X over a valuation 
ring (A, !lJl) with maximal ideal ‘9JI, and i. to be in ‘%R\ (0) (c X(A)), then 
3” :=X1” is nothing but the group scheme given in [SOS, Sect. 1] (cf. 
Example 2.1). Moreover, if we take the truncated Witt vector ring scheme 
w tz. 4 over an unequi-characteristic valuation ring A as above X, then A”“‘, 
for suitable 1. E X(A), gives such deformations of the additive group scheme 
W,, to a torus, as in [SO] (cf. Corollary 2.4). So many other examples of 
deformations of Witt groups can be given by this method. But, in general, 
to construct a meaningful ring scheme is not so easy, and it may be hard 
to control every deformation of a Witt group to a torus by this method. 
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Another method is to compute the deformations of the extension 
o+G“,+ w,,+ w,, , 40, 
and to decide every deformation of a Witt group to a torus, inductively. 
From this direction. our results are as follows: 
THEOREM II (cf. Corollary 3.6). Lrt (A, YJJJ1) he II DVR. und 
1, p E !IJI \,% ( 0 i. Then 
THEOREM II1 (cf. Theorem 4.4). Lcr (A, 9JJ1) hc II DI’R, n,ith 
char.(A/%I) =p ( >O). Lrr 2 und p he rlemrnts of’ 9JJt 5% (0 ) H.ith 11 1 p. Then 
Ext’(Y(““, YcJ”) contuins u d~ftirmation of’ W, to (I totws, <f’und onl~~ if’ there 
esists un element h E ‘JJ1’,\ (0 ) .such thut (bjj.)!,, := b(b ~ i)(b ~ 22) 
(h-@-l)E.)#O, p/(b,il.)! ,, und (h/2)!,,!p f 0 mod ‘1J1. Morwwr in this 
case, essen tiully such u def~nwation is Kiwn by the t~.uten.rion corresponding 
to u polynomiul 
under the isomorphism in Theorem II. 
Furthermore we can deform the diagram of Witt- Artin-Schreier 
o- z;‘p- n/p2 - n;p - 0 
to a diagram of Kummer type 
(cf. Theorem 4.6). 
To extend this method inductively to deform the Witt groups W,, for 
H 3 3, it needs to solve some combinatorial problems. We hope to discuss 
this method in the higher dimensional cases in another paper. 
In Section 1, we treat the unit group scheme of a ring scheme and we 
give Theorem I as stated above. We give some examples of deformations of 
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Witt groups by using Theorem I. In Section 3, we compute the group 
Extl(y’j’, cpr ) of extensions of 9’” by 9”“. By using the results in 
Section 3, we give the deformations of Witt groups to tori explicitly in 
Section 4. 
The author expresses his hearty thanks to N. Suwa for useful conversa- 
tions and for careful reading of the manuscript. 
I. UNIT GROUP SCHEMES 
Let F: % + ,JA be a contravariant functor from a category % to the 
category .A of commutative unitary rings. We denote by (9 the category of 
groups. 
DEFINITION 1 .l. We define a functor F” : % --t 9’ by F” (A ) := 
F(A) ’ c F(A) for any object A of %, where F( A ) x is the multiplicative 
group consisting of units in F( A ). 
DEFINITION 1.2. When % has a final object S, for an element X E F(S), 
we define a functor F’“: %” + !4 by 
r 
F(A)IF”‘(A):= (.YEF(A)IE..Y+ 1 EF*(A)) 
equipped with the group law 
.Y .1‘ = .Y + J’ + ixy for .Y, J’ E F” ‘( A ) 
for any object A of Y;. 
From now on, let S = a connected noetherian scheme, Schemes,5 = the 
category of S-schemes, and F: Schernes~ -+ A’ be a functor. Under these 
notations, our first result is mentioned as follows: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let X he tm irreducible smooth S-scheme of ,finite type 
\c,irh cnnnrcted ,fihre.s tend i. he an element of’ F(S). Jf the ,funrtor F is 
represented by X (i.e., X is equipped with u ring scheme structure), then F” 
und F”.’ are represenred b!, open .suh.rclwmt~.s Xx und X” ’ qf X, respective/,.. 
Proof: Let 
Tc: x-t s: the structure morphism; 
tn: xx, x+ x: the multiplication law of the ring scheme X; 
0: s+x: the law of identity with respect to the addi- 
tion; 
e:s --t x: the law of identity with respect to the multi- 
plication; 
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and 
where p!: XX,~ X+ X (i= 1,2) are the projections to each factor. Take the 
Cartesian product 
‘I’ E------t x 
I ! i I 
0, = (0 n.,d ,
XX,XI’I~XX,‘Y. 
Then E is a subgroup scheme of the additive group X-scheme Xx,> X (by 
means of the projection pr) with O-section 
Since E is a group scheme. for each point x E X, the connected component 
E, of E, = cp ‘.Y containing U,(r) is irreducible. So by [EGA, IV, 
Corollary 15.621, the map .Y H dim(E,) is upper semi-continuous on X. 
Hence, the subset U of X defined by 
U= (.uEXIdim(E,)=O) 
is a Zariski open subset of X containing c>(S). Note that every fibre E, has 
pure dimension, because E is a group scheme over X. Now we take the 
Cartesian product 
Then $ is quasi-finite, and equidimensional. Therefore, by the criterion of 
Chevalley, the morphism $: E, + U is universally open. Hence, by virtue of 
[EGA, IV, Proposition 15.5.11, the map 
z H n(z) := # of geom. points of $ ‘(z) = (E,,), 
is lower semi-continuous, and the set 
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is a closed subset of 0’. On the other hand, obviously Y,: X, x X, + X, x X, 
is Ctale at the point (O(s), e(s)) for each point s E S. Hence V contains the 
generic point of U, and we get U= V. This yields that every libre (E,,); has 
a base space consisting of only one point O,(z). Next we take the open 
subset UC, of U so that 
E,,,, := I) ‘(U,,) + I/,, :flat 
(cf. [EGA, Theorem 6.9.11). Note that U,, contains the points ; E U where 
$ I(;) is geometrically reduced (cf. [EGA, Corollary 15.2.31). In par- 
ticular, iJo 3 e(s). Since $ ‘( UO)red = U,, the morphism $ ‘(C’,,) + Ui,, is 
proper. Therefore, by virtue of [EGA, Theorem 12.2.41) the set W c U,) 
consisting of points ; E U,, whose libre $ ‘(z) is geometrically reduced is 
an open subset of U,,. Obviously, for : E X. we get the equivalences 
z II .Y : X + X : monomorphism 
0 
E, 2 Ker(z II ,Y: X -+ X) = i 0 ) : geometrically reduced 
0 
r E w. 
Therefore. by virtue of [EGA, Proposition 17.9.61, we get the equivalence 
z E Wo z 1 y: X+ X: automorphism, 
and the equality 
W=X”. 
Moreover. let L E X(S) and SI be the S-morphism defined by 
3:X+X 
Take the Cartesian product 
X(/J- ‘y 
I ICI 1 
z 
X” - x. 
Then obviously F’“’ is represented by X’“‘. 1 
2. EXAMPLES 
By using Theorem 1.3, we can construct so many nice group schemes 
that give deformations of W,, to tori. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let A be a ring. We put S = Spec A, and X= the ring 
scheme Spec A[X] with law of addition 
+:Xx,~X-tX 
+*:A[X]@A[X]+A[X] 
X@l+l@X---ix 
and law of multiplication 
.:xx,x-tx 
*: A[X]@A[X] t AC/k’] 
xgx t---i x. 
For any A-algebra B. 
X(B)IX”(B)=B” =Hom,,.,,,(A[X, l.!X], B) 
= Hom,Y.,,,(Spec B, Spec A[X, l,‘X]) = G,,,,,(B). 
That is. 
Xx A’” 2 Spec A[X, l/X] = G,,,. I. 
Now we take an element j” E X(S) = Horn 4..,,g(A [Xl, A) = A. Then 
X(B)xX’“‘(B)= {h~,k’(B)= BIih+ 1 E B” ) 
= Hom,.;,,,(A[X, l!(/IX+ 1 )I, B) 
= Hom,sm,,,(Spec B, Spec A [X, li(i.X+ I)] ). 
That is, X=JX(“=S~~~ A[X, l/(iX+ l)]; this is nothing but the group 
scheme 3’“’ given in [SOS]. As one can easily see that 9’“’ gives a defor- 
mation of G<, to G,,,, over a discrete valuation ring (A, ‘Jn), for 2 E ‘3n’\,, { 0 ). 
Conversely one can see that every deformation of G, to G,,, over A is given 
by thus Yc’l (cf. [SOS, Chap. I, Theorem 1.51). 
Moreover, the deformations of Witt groups to tori given in [SO] are 
also described by our theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. For each natural number II E PU, we denote by W,, the 
Witt polynomial 
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Let A be a ring and I be a truncation non-empty subset of N, that is, I 
satisfies the condition that if II E I and rn 1 n then 111 E I. Then the truncated 
Witt ring scheme W,,,? over Z is the Z-affine scheme 
w,,/ = Spec Z[X,,l C/E I] 
equipped with the ring scheme structure which makes the Witt morphism 
@,I W,,,~-,A:=Spec~[W,,InEI], 
defined by 
~:::~[x,,lc/EI]t~[wWi,In~I], 
w,, (J3 --+ w <I 5
a ring-.4-scheme homomorphism. In this case, we can get easily the 
following. 
LEMMA 2.3. W,,. = Spec Z[X,, 1 II E Z] 2 W,X, = Spec Z[X,,. l;‘W,,(X)I 
t7 E I]. 
Proof: Obviously, we get 
W;,,=SpecZ[X,,. ~/W,,(X)I~IEZ]. 
Now let I: Wf, + W;, be the law of inverse of M/t/. Since the 
homomorphism CD, 0 0: W,,,, --f A 6 is isomorphic, from the com- 
mutativity of the diagram 
we get that 
and 
Y,,,(X) :=l*(X,,,) E Q[X,,, l/W,,(X) In E II 
1 
W,,,( Y) = ~ 
W,,,(X)’ 
(2.3.1) 
for every no E I. Under these notations, to prove our lemma, we have only 
to check that 
Y,,,EZ[X,,, l;!W,,(X)InEIl 
for each m E I. 
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By (23.1) with ITI = 1, we get that 
I 
Y, =- =LB[X,,. l/W,,(X)(t7EI] 
W,(X) x, 
Now let t?r E I with nl> 1, and assume that 
Y,,El[X,,, I!W,,(X)lf~EIl 
for each d with rile and df~. Then obviously we have that 
Y,,(X) i’ = Y,,( X”) mod p (2.3.2) 
for every prime integer p. Here for X= (A’,),,,,, we denote A”’ = (A’:),,,,. On
the other hand, Y,,, is given by 
I?1 Y,,, = &- c P”4 y,,‘,,)/“‘- W,,!,‘( Y”), (2.3.3) 
,>I <II !. 
</#A 
where IFI = p’k, pjk and p: a prime integer. Therefore, we get the following 
congruence relations. 
The right hand side of (2.3.3) 
= l/W,,,(X)- w ,,,I’( Y”) 
= l/W,,, ,>(X”) - w,,, ,A Y”) 
(by (2.3.2)) 
E l/W,,, ,>(X”) - w,,, ,,( Y(X”)) 
(by (2.3.1 )I 
= l/W,,,,>(X”) - VW,,, ,,(X”) 
GO 
(modp”) 
(mod p’ ) 
(mod p” ) 
(mod p” ) 
(mod p”). 
Hence, we can see that Y,,, is an element of Z[X,,, I/ W,,(X) 1 n E I]. 1 
Let A be a ring, and 3. = (A,,),,,, 
W,,.(A) = A’. Then we get the following 
be an element of W,,,,(A) = 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
W::,\ = Spec A[X,,, I/( W,,(j- W,,(X) + I ) / dE I]. 
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,r,herr and + are the multiplication und the uddition of‘ the Witt ring .scheme 
W ,i,A , resprcticel~~. 
Rrmurk 2.5. Under the notations in Corollary 2.4, suppose that A is an 
unequal-characteristic discrete valuation ring with maxima1 idea1 ‘JJL 
residue class field k of char.(A/!JJi) = p ( >O), and f.f. A = K. Moreover, we 
take the truncation set I= {p” 1 e = 0, I, . . . . n - 1; for a fixed integer n 3 1. 
Then for i = (E.d)dt, with i,,~ !I& when we put A = (W,(k)),,,,, the group 
scheme WV ’ given in Corollary 2.4 is nothing but the group scheme 9‘!“’ 
given in [SO, Theorem 2.61). As mentioned in [SO], if W,(i) # 0 for each 
LIE I. then WY-’ gives a deformation of the Witt group scheme W,, to a 
torus. However, if A is of equi-characteristic p > 0, then WY) gives only a 
deformation of W,,, to the unit group scheme ( W,,,) *, for i with A,, # 0. 
2.6. Hereafter, for a fixed prime integer p, we denote W,,, 4 instead of 
W,. , for the truncation set I= { p” / e = 0, 1, . . . . n - I ). 
Next we investigate more details of the structure of the group scheme 
M/k:\ over a discrete valuation ring A of equi-characteristic p (>O), where 
i. = (i.,,, i ) with i, E VJJJ1. Put K= f.f.A. The explicit group law of 
WY,\ = Spec ,4[X,,. X,, I/(%,, + I )] 
is given by 
where (eg, e,, ez) runs over all triplets of integers with e. + e, + e, =p and 
0 <e, <p for i= 0, 1, 2 (cf. Corollary 2.4). Therefore we get the exact 
sequence 
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and we can see that WY!, is an element of Ext’(Y”“‘, G,,,, ). On the other 
hand, Ext ’ ( CC~“~“, G,,,,,r) iscompletely computed by B. Weisfeiler [W] in the 
following way. 
Let P( ~3) = i,, I’ C, c / - ,, , ( -i,, .),)‘I;. Then 
Ext’(Y”“‘, G< ,..,I 1 = N’(!@““. G‘,. 4 ),1,1, 
2 A[P”Iy=p’, r>,O]. (2.6.1) 
Here Hz(~~lf”‘, S,,,. ) = H2(G,,,,K, G‘,,k) = 0. So, for any cocycle 
f’ g fp( l9”O’ G ) .f‘@ K = 6g for some g E K[X, l/(&,X+ l)]. The ’ 3 I,, 1 3 
isomorphism (11 in (2.6.1) is given by (I)( f’) = K (cf. [W, 1.41). Passing 
through the isomorphism (2.6.1). we can decide the explicit position of 
WY!< in Ext’(%(‘““‘, S,,,,,). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Under thr i.vonzot@zi.stt~ (2.6. I), 
Ext’(Y”“‘, G ,,.4)GA[Pqly=p’. r30] 
w g ‘, ------- r, , ( r, (:’ lP)“- P. 
In fact, by the scheme-theoretic isomorphism 
cp: W~‘+G=SpecA[C;,,, C’,. 1.:(&U,,+ l)], 
(s,,, -VI 1 - - ( .Y,), x, !‘( jb(:.*(:’ + 1)), 
the group scheme structure of W, “’ induces the one of G given by 
Moreover we can see that cp fits into the commutative diagram 
That is, this implies that WY’= G in Ext’(Y”CJ’, G,,,,r). Now let 
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I: !e”“‘+ !$‘ia) be the inverse law of 9(‘(1). If ,f’(.u, J!) is the cocycle corre- 
sponding to I+‘~‘= G by the isomorphism 
Ext’(/@“‘, G,,,,) 2r H2(9’““‘. U$,,/,)\.m 
2 ’ H’(V”“‘, Gtu,,4)\\m) 
then f’is given by 
Moreover, by taking the generic fibre 
H2(@““‘, G,,,.)\4m + H2cq(“‘, G<,.k) = H2(c,,,,K, Go,K)r 
and noticing that C!?!‘(I’ z G,,,,,* is given by x H i.,,s + 1, we get 
That is, by the correspondence 
the polynomial -i., (i.,:’ ‘P)” + P is assigned to Wf\. 
EXAMPLE 2.X. Let (A, 9Jl) be a discrete valuation ring with maximal 
ideal YJ1, and A,, . . . . j., (Y 2 1 ) be non-zero elements of !JJ with E., # A, (i #j). 
Put R = (0, A,, . . . . E.,). Then the functor Btt B[t]/t(r - A,) (t - A,) from 
the category of A-algebras to the category of rings is represented by a ring 
A -scheme 
V”‘= Spec AIXo, X,, . . . . X,] 
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with the ring scheme structure dehned by the identification 
V”‘(B)~B[r]!t(t-r,,)...(f~i..) 
(.Y().II, .. . . .u,)~r,,+.u,t+.r,1(f-j.,) 
+ “‘+s,t(t-j.,)“‘(t-j.,. ,) 
Hereafter abbreviating this identification, we denote an element of V”‘(B) 
by a polynomial ,f(r), i.e., an element (x,,, .Y,, . . . . X, ) of v”)(B) means the 
function 
,f’(t)=.v,,+*,f+S2f(t--“,)+ “’ +.~-,.t(r-i”,)...(t-,“,. J. 
The unit group scheme ( I”“) i represents the functor 
B~(B[t]!t(t-j.,)...(t-E.,))*. 
In other words, ( VI’)) * is nothing but the Weil restriction 
R la[/lcicr ii) II /,)I.1 G,,,,. 
We define a group scheme L’“’ by the exact sequence 
0 4 L”’ -(If”‘)” +G,,,,4+o 
f(r) ++f’(O). 
Obviously this exact sequence splits, and we get a decomposition of 
(v(i))x: 
(v’rl)x 3G,,!.A xspcc,.4,L”i 
f’++ (./IO), .f(f)if’(O)). 
Note that the group schemes L”:’ appear as affine group subschemes of 
the generalized jacobian schemes of some singular curves over A (cf. [GA, 
Chap. V, Sect. 4, No. 17; SOS, Sect. 31). 
In particular, if r = 1, then L’“‘= ??(“l’(cf. example 2.1). If r = 2, then 
easily we can see that 
L”‘=SpecA[X,,X,, l/(1.,X,+1), l/(1 +i,X,+E.z(~2-j~,)XZ)] 
with group law 
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So, the generic libre Lr’ of L’“’ is a torus 
L’“‘7G XG II ,,I I,, 
.f’(f) ++ (.f(j-, 1, .f(&)). 
Moreover, if char(A/(%R) = 2, then the special fibre Li,“’ is isomorphic to 
Wz. That is, for P = 2, the group scheme L”’ gives a deformation of W, 
to a torus when A has equicharacteristic 2. It does not seem so easy to 
construct a deformation of W, to a torus in this method in another equi- 
characteristic case. Such deformations in any characteristic will be given in 
Section 4. 
3. EXTFYSIONS OF Y"' BY Y("' .1 
In the previous sections, we have constructed some deformations of Witt 
groups to tori by using ring schems. Hereafter we will give another con- 
struction of deformations of Witt groups to tori. In this section we will give 
a foundation for trying to deform the extensions of Witt groups by G,. 
Throughout this section, let (A, YJI) be a discrete valuation ring (DVR) 
with maximal ideal !JJI, residual class field k = A/%n, and field K of fractions. 
Let p be a fixed prime integer. Hereafter we assume that if char. k > 0, then 
p = char. k. We put S = Spec A, and we denote by v and s the generic and 
the closed points of S, respectively. For an element ~GEYJ\~~{O}, we put 
S,, = Spec(A/p) c’ S. We denote by S(X,J the category of sheaves on 
the small site X, on a scheme X with a Grothendieck topology E. For two 
sheaves 9, 9 of groups on X,, we denote by Extj.(.F, ,9’) the group of 
extensions of 9 by 6’. The following is a key fact to handle the deforma- 
tions of the extensions of Witt groups. 
LEMMA 3.1. ThP sequence of .sheut~e.r in S( S,,,,,) 
0 - !9’r”‘~ G,,,,,s --‘-t i* 02 ,7z. s,, - 0 (3.1.1) 
is exact, where c(@’ is the homomorphism &fined by .Y H p-x + 1 (c$ [SOS, 
Chap. I, Lemma 1.11). 
Proqj: Let B be a faithfully flat A-algebra. Then obviously we get the 
exact sequence 
0 ) 9$“(B) 
+I( B) 
’ ~m,.s(B) a (i.+ I,+,). 
jh~BIph+l~B”} B” 
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NOW we take any element 7~ (B/p) x with representative I’ E B. Then there 
exists h,d~Bsuch that hr+~1~1=1, and weget Spec(B)=Spec(B[l/p])u 
Spec( B[ l/c] ). Moreover 
G,,,.,(B) = B * 
r-(RI 
~ * (QLs,,KB) = (Bl’/lr ”
I 
21 
‘E,,,,,(B[l,‘c])=B[l,‘c]” r-re(l. (i,~,,,,,,s,,)(B[l/h])=(B[l/~]~~)”. 
and (i* G ,,,. s,, )(B[l/p])= {identity]. 
This implies the surjectivity of r. 1 
The basic fact of our argument follows from this lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let I!. he ct,ji’ut, qffihr, commututiw group S-scheme. Then 
~‘e get the ,folkmkg. 
(i) EuerJ- element of Ext’( L. Y(“‘) = Extj,,,,,, (L 9”“) is representuhk. 
(ii) Moreowr we assume thut L is II successiae tJ.utension qf %ecil”s for 
some i , , . . . . E E A. Then “, 
Ext’(L ~@“) 2 Horn,,,,, (L, i, ~,,,,,si,)/r(Hom,~,,,(L, G , ,. s)). 
Proqj!f: Every element of Ext’(L, Y”“) can be seen as a ?7’/“-torsor over 
L. On the other hand since ?7(J’) is affme over S, any !Y”‘‘-torsor over L is 
representable (cf. [h, Chap. III, Theorem4.31). Hence we get (i). 
Moreover from the exact sequence (3.1 .l), we get an exact sequence 
0 - Hom(L, ??‘I”) 711’1 Hom(L, G,,,. \.) 1 HOWL, i* ~,n,..5,) 
,- 
) Ext’(L, !@J”)A Ext’(L, G,,r,S). (3.2.1) 
Therefore, our assertion (ii) will follow from the fact Ext ‘( L, G,,l,,T) = 0. 
In fact, for any 1. E A, !Y’“’ is a spectrum of a UFD, and we get 
Pic(!Z?“‘) = 0. Hence by Hilbert’s Theorem 90, we get 
H’(W’. G ,,,,, s) = Pic(Y’“‘) = 0. 
This implies that any G,,,,.-torsor over .4 ( I’) is trivial, and the canonical 
map 
HZ(W), G,p,,,s) \““, + Ext’(+‘, G ,,,,, \) 
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is isomorphic (cf., e.g., [GA, Chap. VII, Sect. 6, Proposition 71). Moreover 
any cocycle f: 9”” xs 9(‘) + G,,,,s can be identified with f* E A[X, Y, 
1/(~X+1),1/(LY+l)“.Sof*=a(3.X+l)”’(;(Y+1)”forsomeu~A” and 
m, n E Z. Then it is easy to check that the cocycle condition implies 
m = n = 0. Hence we get that Ext’(9’i’, G ,,,,. %) = 0. 
For a general L, by our assumption, L is given by an extension 
where L’ is a successive extension of <Z#(‘$’ for i = 1, . . . . I- 1. Hence we get 
an exact sequence 
Ext’(L’, G,,,r,S) --f Ext’(L, G,m.s) -+ Ext’(@“), G,,.,s). 
By the above argument, the last term of this sequence is zero. Therefore, by 
induction on I, we get the nullity of Ext’(L, G,ni,S). 1 
Rrnzark 3.3. The isomorphism given in Theorem 3.2, (ii) is given 
explicitly as follows: By (3.2.1) we get the exact sequence 
Hom(L, G,,l.s) A Hom(L, i, G,,,, s ) L Ext’(L, 9”“) - 0. ’ I/ 
Let v E Hom(L i.+ G,,,..,, ). Then c?cp is given by the following fibre 
product Wtq): 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Suppose that A dominates Z,. Let i, = (i,,, E,,) E ‘JJ1 x (9JI 
with &#O and W,(jU)=i.{+pj., #O. Here we put p= (p”, p,) := 
(3.,,, W,,(i.)). Then the group scheme I+‘:,\ given in Corollary 2.4 fits into 
the exact sequence 
where 9’pL”)= Spec(A[ Y, l/(pp, Y+ l)]), WY!, = Spec(A[X, l/&X+ l), 
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l/(,n, W,,(X, Y) + l)]), and F?“‘“)= Spec(A[X, t/(p,X+ l)]). The extension 
(3.4.1 ) of CC?(“~~’ by Y’pl’l) corresponds to a homomorphism 
(k W”” + G,,,,,,lpi,, 
.YH/L,.Y”f I. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Under the notation in Example 2.8, we take I’ = 2; i.e., 
j-=(0, ,?,, I.2) and 
L”‘=Spec(A[X,, X,, 1/(1-,X, + I), l/(1 +izX, +P*~)]), 
where ,n = i2(& - j”,). Obviously L”’ fits into an exact sequence 
0 --f #VI + Lb’ ~ @pII --f 0 
x2 H (0, II) (3.51) 
(S,) x2) H x,. 
In this case, the extension (3.5.1) corresponds to a homomorphism 
cp: !g(ii) ~ G m. .\,, 
X,H 1 +jL,I,. 
As a corollary to Theorem 3.2, we get the following. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let (A, 59.N) he N DVR, und I, p~!lJl\(O). Then N’L’ get 
Ext’(!~‘“‘,9’L”)z {FE(A,,[X])” IF(iXY+X+ Y) 
=F(X)F(Y)),!i(MS l)“lnEz;), (3.6.1) 
where A,, = A/p. 
Proqf: By Theorem 3.2(ii), we get the isomorphism 
Ext’(!!I”‘, 9”““) = Horn, J??“), i*G,,,,.s,)/r(Hom,s RJ%?O(I), G,,..)). 
Since 99” is faithfully flat over S, for an element h E 
Horn S-K’wi’J*~m,.s#)~ we can consider the homomorphism 
h(9’“‘): 9”)(:“‘,) --f (‘*G ,,,,, r )(%‘i’). 
Here, noting that in .4,,[X], LX’+ 1 is invertible, we get the isomorphism 
(‘* S,,,~.,,)(cP’) = G,,,,,,(W xs S,,) = A,,[X, 1/(1X+ 1)] x = A,,[X] x. 
Hence for an S-group homomorphism h, we can assign a polynomial 
F(X) = h(!@‘)(idq,,,) 
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in A,,[X] x satisfying the equality F(X)F( Y) = F(jbXY + X+ Y). Obviously 
11 is recovered by F(X) = I~(<!?‘~‘)(id,,,~). Therefore we get the isomorphism 
Horn, ,JWL’, ‘*GWm,,s,) s {FEA,,[X] x IF(X)F(Y)=F(I.XY+X+ Y)j 
h ++ F(X) = h(W)(id,@,,). 
Moreover, we get 
(cf. [SOS, Chap. I, Proposition 1.41). and we are done. 1 
3.7. For later use, we introduce some notations. For a positive integer 
I, we define a polynomial (,r) in X by 
x 
0 
.-X(X-l)~~(X-I+ I) 
I 
.- 
I! 
In particular, for I = 0, we set ({) = 1. 
Let L be a field of characteristic 0. For a formal power series 
FE L[ [ X, Y] ] with F(0, 0) = 0, and an element h of L, we define a formal 
power series (1 + F(X, Y))h by 
(l+F(X, Y))b=l+i:))F+!;)F2+-.. 
Then obviously we get the equality 
(1 +F)l’(l +G)h=(l +(FsG+FG)}~, 
for any F, GE L[ [X, Y]] with F(0, 0) = G(0, 0) = 0. 
For h, A E VI\% { 0), we put 
(h/i)!i:=h(h-3.)(h-2il)...(h-(i- 1)j.); 
and 
$@,i;x):=1+[yjX+ . +[pbyx’ ‘. 
(3.7.1) 
Especially we define (h/I.)!, = [“cl := 1. 
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In some cases, we can decide the right hand side of (3.6.1) more 
explicitly. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let i,, U E ‘%I\ { 0 ). Suppose thus char( A/‘JJ1) = p > 0 and 
p 1 p. Let Gr,,, be the subgroup of‘ the multiplicutice group ((A/p)[X]) * 
generated by cj(h, ipI; Xp’) (iEZ,,,; h E ‘VJl/p) satisfj~ing the condition 
p 1 (h,/ii”)!,,. (3.8.1) 
Then we get CI canonicul isomorphism 
Ext’((~(“‘,C~(“‘)-G,,,,,~,‘(j.X+ l)“ln~Zi. (3.8.2) 
Proof: According to Corollary 3.6, we have only to check the equiv- 
alence of the following conditions (3.8.3) and (3.8.4) for F(X) E A,,[X] x : 
F(iXYS x+ Y) = F(X)F( Y). (3.8.3) 
F(X) = n &h,. 2”‘; Xi”) for some r E Z,,,, (3.8.4) 
/ = 0 
and b,, . . . . h, E%II/,u satisfying condition (3.8.1 ). 
First, we check that for h, E~/,u satisfying (3.8.1) the polynomial 
tj(b,, ip’; Xp’ ) enjoys (3.8.3). In fact, for convenience sake. we introduce 
variables B and A and we consider the polynomial 
cD(B,A;X)=~+[~;A]X+ -.+[;y+ ‘EQ[B,A][[X]]. (3.8.5) 
Then by (3.7.1), we get the congruence relation 
@(B,A;AXY+X+ Y)-(l+/I(/fXY+X+ Y))“‘A 
=(l +/fX)B~” (1 +nY)R~” 
= @(B, A; X)@(B, A; Y) (mod (B/A )!,). (3.8.6) 
So, when we substitute hi and iUp’ for B and A, respectively, by the condi- 
tion (3.8.1) we get the equality 
c$(b,, 3.“‘; ip’XY+ X-t Y) = &h,, i”; X)(/I,, i”‘; Y). (3.8.7) 
Moreover, since ~1 p, we get the equaltiy in A,,[X, Y] 
(iXY+X+ Y)p’=~.p’Xp’Y”‘+X’J’+ Y”‘. (3.8.8) 
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So, combining (3.8.7) and (3.8.8) we get the equality 
qs(h,, ip’; (iXY + X+ Y)p’) = qS(h,, A”‘; Xp’)fj(h,, ip’; Yp’). 
Next, we assume that F is a polynomial satisfying (3.8.3). By taking the 
partial derivatives of both sides of (3.8.3) by Y, we get 
(3.X+ l)F’(XY+ .X’S Y) = F'( Y)F(X). 
Substituting 0 for Y, we get 
(id’+ l)F’(X)= F'(O)F(X). (3.8.9) 
Note that F(O)E (II),)~, because F(X) is a unit of A,,[X]. So by (3.83) we 
can see that F(0) = 1. Now we set 
F(X)= 1 a,X with u. = 1. 
/ > 0 
Then by (3.8.9) we get 
(it- l)u,+,=(u,--i)u, for i> 1. (3.8.10) 
Therefore, by our assumption p I p, (3.8.10) implies that 
Qkp for 1 </<p- 1 and 06k, 
and 
So we get that 
(a, /A)!,, = 0. 
F(X) = d,,, (X)( 1 + u,X” + u,,X2” + ... + u,,,,,X”“‘). 
Here we put 
G(X)= 1 +a,,X+u2,X’“+ ... +a ,,,,, X”‘. 
Then (3.8.3) implies that 
G((l.XY+ X+ Y)I’) = G(X”)G( Y”). (3.8.11) 
Therefore, noticing (XY + X+ Y)” = j.“XP Yp + Xp + Yp in A,[X, Y], we 
can expand the same argument for G, replacing I. and (3.8.3) by i.J’ and 
(3.8.11), respectively. And we get 
G(XP) = du,,, i.p; XP)H(Pj 
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for some polynomial H(X) E A I, [A’]. Proceeding these steps, consequently 
we get that 
Remark 3.9. By the argument in the first half of the proof of 
Corollary 3.8, we can see that if p / (h/i.)!,,, then &/I, i.; X) E A,,[X] satisfies 
the condition (3.8.3). 
4. DEFORMATIONS OF W, 
In this section, suppose, as in Section 3, that (A, ‘Jn) is a DVR with 
residue class field k. Let p be a prime integer such that p = char(k) if 
char(k) > 0. Let h, i, p E Y.J’\, [O ). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F(X) E A,,[X] x be a polynomial satisfying the 
functional equation 
F(zfY+x+ Y)=F(X)F(Y). 
Then by Corollary 3.6, F defines an extension of Ycr’ by ??(I”; which we 
denote by &(‘.L”‘-). For a polynomial F(X) E A,,[X], sometimes abusing 
symbols, we use the same symbol F(X) as a representative in A [X] of 
F(X) E A,,[X]. If p 1 (h/A)!,, then by Remark 3.9, the polynomial 4(h, i; X) 
defines an extension &(‘.l’;$(h.n..Y’). We denote it simply by fi’“,“,/“. 
Moreover, if ~1 p and p 1 (h,/i.“‘)!,, as in Corollary 3.8, we also denote 
simply by 
the extension 
corresponding to the polynomial &/I,, i.“‘; X). 
To state the next result, we prepare one more notation. Let p’ E Y.R, and 
cp: 3 (JJ) + 5!?([“) be homomorphism. Then d induces homomorphisms 
$: G,,, + G,,, and 4: i,G,,,,,i + i*G,,l,A,, by the commutative diagram 
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Under these notations, by virtue of Remark 3.3, we can deduce the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Under the same notations in Dejinition 4.1, M’e get the 
,fi,llonxing: 
(i) 
&“,“.‘;‘=Spec(A[X, Y, l/().X+ l), l/(F(X)+pY)] (4.2.1 ) 
and the group IUM is given hi 
(4.2.2) 
(ii) BJ- the canonical isomorphism 
Ext’G,,.,, fL,x)‘t~2(%,> ~..,)s,,> 
the special ,fibre c?:‘-.~‘. ” of’ &(‘..~““) corresponds to a coq,cle 
,f(x,, x2) =; [F(.K,)F(&) - F(l.x,s, + x, +x2)] mod ‘9Jt. (4.2.3) 
(iii) For a hornomorphi~m ~: yr/‘) ~ ~(/“I, ~*~~‘.,‘:“) = B’“.i”;4 ~), 
(iv) ~~~ a ho momor phi,ym $: t#(“” ~ <qtj.), $*gci.P:/“l = &(;.‘.LL“ $1, 
By using Proposition 4.2, we get the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under the condition p / (h/l.)!,, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) (h/EL)!,I/p f 0 mod (9JI. 
(ii ) 8 1” 2. I’ )z W, 
Proof: By Proposition 4.2(ii), he special fibre 8iIh’n.l’) corresponds to a 
cocycle 
mod ‘%I. (4.3.1) 
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Therefore for our purpose, normalizing the values, we have only to check 
that the right hand side of (4.3.1) equals the polynomial 
(4.3.2) 
if and only if (h//l)!,,/p = 1 mod %T1. 
To prove this, as in the proof of Corollary 3.8, we introduce the polyno- 
mial (3.8.5) again 
For two series F, G in Q [ B, A] [ [A’]], we define 
F=G 
if the coefficient of each term of the expantion of F - G in X is of the type 
(B/,4)!,.H(B,A) with H(B,A)EQ[B,A] and H(O,O)=O. By using this 
terminology, we get the congruence 
Therefore we get the congruence relations 
~(B,/i;X,)~(B,n;Xz)-~(B,/i;/iX,Xz+X,+Xz) 
- (1 +/l(AX,X,+X, +Xz))B,,4- “;,“- 
i L 1 (AX,X,-tX, +X2)” 1 
z- -L 1 “;I” {X:‘(l +ffx,)~“+X;(l +/lx,)“‘,‘-(A.Y,X,-tX, +X2)1’) 
zz- 4 1 "p" {xf+x;-(X, +X2)"). 
Note that the initial and the terminal polynomials of (4.3.3) are in 
Z,[ B, A, A’,, A’,]. Therefore, substituting h and A for B and A, respectively, 
and noticing our assumption /I 1 (h/I)!,,, we get that 
is equal to (4.3.2), if and only if (h/l)!,,/p = 1 mod YJL 1 
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Summarizing Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 4.3, we get the follwing. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 2, p E ‘332\ (0). Suppose thut char(k) =p and ,n 1 p. 
Then an extension A of !!ZC” by CC?(~) is a deformution of W, to a torus (f and 
only> if 
.for some hfz!Ul\{O} and /I,E’JIZ (i32) M.ith ~(p)dv((h/i)!,,), 
c(p) < v((h,/Ap’)!,),for i> 2 and (h/j.)!,,/,u/O mod 5Bl. Here r is the valuation 
of A. 
4.5. Lastly, we will treat deformations of the Witt-ArtinSchreier exact 
sequence to an exact sequence of Kummer type, which is different from 
such deformations given in [SO]. 
Here we assume that k is a perfect field of char. p and A = W(k)[[], 
where 5 is a primitive p2 th root of unity. We put < = 5” and i. = [ ~ 1. Note 
that t ~ 1 is a uniformizing parameter of A. We denote by c the order of 
the valuation ring A. We consider the equation in X 
(4.5.1 ) 
Since 
-(EL 1 
(P-1)!*E 1+(Pp2)!*’ “+ “‘+x mod ‘9X, 
by Hensel’s lemma, there exists one and only one root h E A of the equation 
(4.5.1) such that o(h)= ZI(<- I)= 1. Note then we have &h, 2; l)= 5. We 
define p E A by p := (h/i.)!,. Then obviously c(p) =p = v(2) and p = ui with 
u E A ‘. Under these notations, we get the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. (i) In ~?‘~~,l”=Spec(A[X, Y, l/(iX+ 1),1/(&h, i;X)+ 
/I Y)], the S-valued point (1, 0) generates u constant subgroup scheme 
(z/p’),s 4 b’h’“.“‘. 
(ii) The group scheme cflh ‘.I’) ,fits into the commututive diagram 
0 - (‘C’P)s - (UP’)s - (UP), - 0 
flI 
I II 
1, 
I 
(4.6.1) 
O- ,C(,l) g(h.L.p) f - $9” - 0, 
where l;(l)= l/u, l(l)=(l,O), and r;(l)= 1. 
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(iii) The speciuljihre of (4.6.1) is .just equal to the diugrum 
o- n/p- .zJpZ - ZIP - 0 
o- G,,- wz - G,,-0. 
(iv) The mup ccth n.“‘: 8” “.I’) + G,,,r.,5 x s G ,,,., s dejined /I!, 
c~‘~,‘.~‘)(.Y, y) = (ix + 1, &/I, j-; X) + PL?.) 
is a homomorphism \i,ith generic ,fihre 
+J i.p): “hb ‘.I’1 f - * G ,,1 x G ,?1 
t 1 
(UP?) 4 <(i,;)>=p,~ 
(v) So the generic ,fihre of’ (4.6. I) is isomorphic to the diagram 
O----t P/J - IPpl - P I’ -0 
I 
0, I?, 12,’ 
I I 
($,J,, 
o- G,,, - (G,,,)‘- G,,,, - 0 
(vi) We get an isomorphism 
($“‘h iqz/p’),s a(5 I ( I’,.. p,c. P 1 
where F: 9”” ) + i* CO,,,, A ,, is determined by the commutative diugram 
Here, $ is the homomorphism given in [SOS, Chup. I, Sect. 21 
In fact, the assertions (i)-(v) are obvious by the previous arguments: The 
assertion (vi) is obtained by using Proposition 4.2, (iii), and (iv). 
Remark 4.7. In Theorem 4.6, d(h, 3.; X) is nothing but exp(h(X) 
modulo X”. 
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